Model One® AM/FM Table Radio

Imagine the ideal radio.

Where performance and simplicity are paramount but space is sparse, the Model One mono table radio fits the bill. With just three knobs, it is the antithesis of today's ever more complex electronic products. But behind the Model One's simple appearance hides a multitude of technology, facilitating higher sound reproduction and better reception over anything else near it in size or cost.

Inside we use a discrete-component FM tuner with GaAs MES-FET mixers originally developed for cellular phones, resulting in improved FM reception. Acoustically speaking, Henry Kloss' equalization and voicing gives the Model One a sound much richer and larger than its footprint. Sometimes the simplest things in life can also be the most pleasurable.

Like all Tivoli Audio® products, the Model One AM/FM table radio is compatible with iPod® and other players.

- Exceptional musical fidelity
- Large 5:1 ratio analog tuning dial
- Pulls in more radio stations
- Auxiliary input and headphone output
- 3” full range, long-throw driver
- Furniture-grade wood cabinet
- Operates on AC or 12V DC

Dimensions: 4.5” H x 8.375” W x 5.25” D (11.43cm H x 21.27cm W x 13.34cm D)
Weight: 4.10 lbs (1.86 kg)

Finishes: {Classic} Walnut/Beige, Cherry/Silver, Cherry/Cobalt, Maple/Hunter, Wenge/Bronze, Black Ash/Silver, Black Ash/Black-Silver, and White/Silver